Thank you for purchasing our luxury AeroBed® product. You can expect premium quality, innovation and durability from every AeroBed® product.

You are about to enjoy the comfort of the AeroBed® product, the finest alternative sleeping system available anywhere. It is your responsibility to read and always follow the safety, care and maintenance instructions for your new product. Always instruct and supervise others on the proper use, maintenance and safety of your bed.

**IMPORTANT:** Preparation of your bed requires no tools. Use of tools may damage your bed. Read, follow and retain this instruction manual for future reference.

---

**WARNINGS AND IMPORTANT SAFETY NOTES**

CAREFULLY READ THE INSTRUCTION MANUAL BEFORE USE.

**Bed**

**WARNING**

- Adult supervision is required. This is not a lifesaving device. Do not leave children unattended in or around water.
- Do not use this airbed as a raft or a boat.
- Do not inflate with an air compressor.
- Keep away from fire.
- This product is delivered with a carry bag. Keep it away from children. Danger of suffocation!
- This bed is not designed for use by children under 3 years of age. Children under the age of 3 may suffer serious or fatal injury through suffocation, falling from the bed or becoming trapped between the bed and a wall or other objects.
- Product is for indoor use only.

- Fill with cold air only.
- Never use a hair dryer to inflate, this could cause melting.
- Do not over inflate.
- Bursting items can cause serious injury.
- Inflate the airbed until most of the wrinkles in the material are gone and the bed feels firm to the touch.
- Do not let inflatable products come in contact with sharp, pointed objects that may puncture the plastic material.

---

However, please note that you will be asked to return your product with your proof of purchase for testing and if a fault cannot be found you will be charged a service fee.
• This mattress is not intended for infants or persons with limited mobility. They may roll off of the mattress and become entrapped between the mattress and a wall.

• Product is intended for use as an indoor bed only. Do not step or jump on bed or use as a trampoline. Bed may puncture.

• Place bed in a safe area before use, making sure that there are no sharp edges, steps, drops, or breakable items nearby. Use on flat surfaces only. Bed may tip over on uneven surfaces.

• This bed is made of plastic and therefore may melt or burn if it comes in contact with any flame or heat source. Do not place it near or against heaters, open flame or other hot objects.

• This is not a water toy. Use as a mattress only.

Caution: Air temperature and weather do affect the air pressure in inflatable products. In cold weather your airbed will lose some pressure due to the fact that the air will contract. If this occurs, you may want to add a little air to improve your airbed’s performance. However, in hot weather, the air will expand. You must let some air out to prevent the airbed from failing due to overpressure.
You should avoid exposing your airbed to extreme temperature (hot or cold).

Pump

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WARNING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

• Adult supervision is required for inflation, deflation and maintenance. Follow all safety instructions to avoid serious injury.

• This is an electrical product - not a toy. To avoid risk of fire, burns, injury, and shock, it should not be played with or placed where small children can reach it. Do not use in or around water.

• This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) with reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless they have been given supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliance by a person responsible for their safety.

• Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the appliance.

• If the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer, its service agent or similarly qualified persons in order to avoid a hazard.

• Pump is not intended for continuous use. Pump may stop working or overheat if it is used for extended periods of time. Do not use pump continuously for more than 5 minutes. Once pump is overheat, let it rest for 30 minutes for restart.

• Do not attempt to disassemble, repair, or service the pump. No serviceable parts are contained inside. Contact Consumer Service Department for repair or servicing information.

• Avoid splashing the pump with water.

• Never overinflate an inflatable item.

• Unplug product when not in use.

• Do not block air intake during operation; this could damage the motor.

• Always monitor the pump during use.
**INFLATION**

**IMPORTANT: THE FIRMNESS OF YOUR AIRBED MAY DECREASE AFTER YOU INITIALLY INFLATE IT. YOUR AIRBED IS NOT LEAKING. THIS IS NORMAL AND IS CAUSED BY THE MATERIAL STRETCHING AFTER THE AIRBED IS INFLATED. ADD AIR TO MAINTAIN YOUR DESIRED FIRMNESS.**

**NOTE: BED MUST BE AT ROOM TEMPERATURE PRIOR TO INFLATING OR IT MAY CAUSE AIR LEAKS. PRESSURE CAN VARY DEPENDING ON ROOM TEMPERATURE AND CONSUMER WEIGHT.**

1. Place your rolled-up bed on the floor free of obstructions or sharp objects.

2. Make certain the Quick Release Valve is closed. Bed should be stored with valve in the closed and latched position. If the Quick Release Valve is open, close it by using 2 thumbs to push cover and snap into valve. Be careful to avoid pushing valve cover to the right or left as it snaps into the valve opening.

3. Remove AC plug and cord from plastic bag and shrink wrap.

4. Plug into any standard polarized 230 Volt AC electrical outlet.

   **UK Electrical rating: 230 VAC, 50 Hz, 0.55 A.**

   **Note: Because this is an electric device, ensure your hands are dry when connecting the cord set to the pump or plugging it into the wall outlet.**

5. Turn dial on pump to “Inflate” position. Bed will inflate hands-free. When desired firmness is reached, turn dial to neutral position (Off).

6. To adjust firmness level, slowly turn dial on pump to silent adjust position (see figure Adjust). Pump will slowly release air. Turn dial to neutral position once you reach your desired firmness level. To add more air, repeat Step 5.
IMPORTANT: PUMP HAS RESETTABLE FUSE WITH AUTO SHUT-OFF FEATURE. IF PUMP RUNS FOR APPROXIMATELY 5 CONSECUTIVE MINUTES, THE AUTO SHUT-OFF FEATURE WILL ENGAGE WHICH WILL ALLOW THE MOTOR TO COOL. PUMP WILL AUTOMATICALLY RESET ITSELF IN APPROXIMATELY 30 MINUTES.

DEFLATION AND STORAGE

Make sure product is completely dry and clean before deflating and storing.

1. To deflate your AeroBed® product, open the Quick Release Valve.

2. For most compact storage, close Quick Release Valve, plug power and turn dial to Deflate. Once excess air is released, turn dial to neutral position (Off).

3. Roll or fold the AC cord and secure it. Fold sides of bed into the center along its length. Tightly roll and place bed in convenient carry bag for easy storage and transport.

4. Store your bed in a clean, dry place at room temperature (above 50 °F / 10 °C). Storing your bed under 50 °F (10 °C) and over 100 °F (38 °C) may affect its performance and will not be covered under warranty.

5. Do not store your bed folded inside sofa beds or roll-aways. This may cause damage to your bed and will void your warranty.

6. If a mattress cover and/or valance is included with your bed, it/they may be removed after deflation. Alternatively, you may store your product with the mattress cover and/or valance on the bed. Wrinkling may occur.

CARE AND MAINTENANCE

1. Inspect your AeroBed® product prior to each use.

2. Keep your AeroBed® product away from any sharp objects. Large cuts or snags may not be repairable and will not be covered by your warranty.

3. When not in use, store your AeroBed® product in a clean, dry place out of extreme temperatures. Product must be at room temperature prior to inflating.

4. Do not store your AeroBed® product folded inside sofa beds or roll-aways. This may cause damage to your bed that will not be covered under your warranty.

5. In case of incidental damage to your bed, a repair patch has been included. Please follow repair instructions carefully.
**CLEANING**

**Bed**

We recommend that you do not let the plush surface of your AeroBed® product get wet. Repeated exposure to water or other liquids may cause damage to the plush surface that will not be covered by your warranty. Should liquid come in contact with the plush surface, blot liquid dry and use a damp cloth to remove any stain. Let surface air dry completely.

You may clean the PVC on the sides and bottom of your AeroBed® product with a mild dishwashing detergent or household cleaner. Do not use strong chemicals or other compounds. Allow your bed to air dry completely after cleaning and before storing.

**Cover / Valance (if included)**

Machine wash separately in warm using mild soap or detergent. Tumble dry on LOW HEAT. Remove immediately after drying.

**TROUBLESHOOTING**

Very rarely, your AeroBed® product may fail to inflate properly. Should this occur, please use the following check list.

1. If your AeroBed® product doesn’t appear to be inflating:
   - Make sure the Quick Release Valve is closed and locked securely.
     If the valve is open, close it by using 2 thumbs to push cover firmly into valve. Be careful to avoid pushing valve cover to the right or left as it snaps into valve opening.
   - Make sure your bed is plugged into an active electrical outlet.
   - The pump power cord plug is protected by a 3A fuse. Check to see that the fuse has not melted.

2. If air leakage occurs:
   Carefully inspect the soft round gasket on inside of Quick Release Valve cover. Make sure there is no dirt or debris, cuts, nicks or tears to the gasket. If there is dirt or debris; clean and use. If cut, nicked or torn, call our Customer Service Department.

   Carefully inspect the bed for a puncture or tear. If damaged, repair using the repair patch included with your bed. Follow instructions and warnings printed on label.

3. If trouble persists, please phone our Customer Service Department for assistance.
Recommendations for electric and electronic waste.

The symbol of a dust bin with a cross through it means that the pump is subject to selective sorting.

The pump must be scrapped correctly at the end of its service life.

It should not be placed with unsorted municipal waste.

Selective sorting encourages the re-use and all forms of recycling of recyclable materials in this waste.

Take the pump to a waste recycling centre organized specifically for this purpose (tip).

\[
\text{Find out about this from the local authorities.}
\]

Do not throw it away in the middle of nowhere and do not burn. Certain hazardous substances found in electrical equipment may harm the environment and have potentially adverse effects on human health.
WARRANTY

• The product is covered by a total parts and labor warranty for the following periods:
  the pump and valve, three (3) years from date of purchase; the mattress one (1) year
  from the date of purchase. The warranty applies to products that do not conform to
  the order or that are defective. Within the warranty period, the product shall be either
  repaired, replaced or reimbursed - in full or in part. Liability under a claim shall in no
  event exceed the price of the product.

• The warranty is null and void and does not apply should the damage arise from (i)
  abuse of the product (ii) failure to operate and maintain the product in accordance with
  the instructions of use (iii) repair, service, alteration or modification of the product by
  unauthorized third parties (iv) original parts are not used.

• The warranty is excluded in case of professional use.

• Proof of the purchase date (ie. invoice, till receipt) and claim report are required to
  obtain a free warranty service.

• Service under the warranty does not affect the expiry date of the warranty.

• This warranty in no way affects a Buyer’s statutory rights.

• Should you require additional information, please contact the Local Customer Service
  in your country. List of contacts is available in this leaflet.

APPLICATION DES GAZ SA - Service Consommateurs:
219, Route de Brignais - BP 55 - 69563 Saint Genis Laval - France
Tél : +33 (0)4 78 86 88 94 / Fax : +33 (0)4 78 86 88 38
E-mail : info.france@coleman.eu

CONSUMER SERVICE
In case of continued difficulty, please contact your local retailer who will give you details of the nearest
After Sales Service point, or call the Campingaz Customer Service at:

Coleman UK Ltd
Kestrel Court, Harbour Road – Portishead
Bristol, BS20 7AN – England
Tel: +44 (0)1275 845024  Fax: +44 (0)1275 849255
E-mail : customerservices@colemanuk.co.uk

Warning: Due to our policy of continual product development, the company reserves the right to alter or modify this
product without prior notice.

www.aerobed.co.uk
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